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Abstract—A composite service can be constructed with the
arbitrary combination of sequential, parallel, loop, and condi-
tional structures. In this paper, we propose a general solution
to calculate the QoS for composite services with complex
structures. We also show QoS-based service selection can be
conducted based on the proposed QoS calculation method. An
application example is given to show the effectiveness of the
method.

Keywords-QoS; Web service composition; composition pat-
tern

I. Introduction
The nature of services creates the opportunity for building

composite services by combining existing elementary or
complex services (referred to as component services) from
different enterprises and in turn offering them as value added
services. QoS analysis becomes increasingly challenging and
important when complex and mission critical applications
are built upon services with different QoSs [1]. Thus solid
model and method to support for QoS predication in service
composition become crucial and will lay a foundation for
further analysis of complexity and reliability in developing
service oriented distributed applications.
It is important to estimate the QoS of a composite service

at design time based on the quality of component Web
services to make sure that the composition can satisfy the
expectations of end users [2,3]. A Web service may need to
be replaced with functionally equivalent services at run time
if it becomes unavailable or its performance degrades too
much [4]. A comparison is therefore necessary by analyzing
the QoSs of the composite service with different service
combination options.
Selecting service components for the composite service

and making sure that the QoS of the composite service fulfil
the user’s QoS requirements is an optimization problem.
QoS calculation is of great importance in the QoS-based
service selection. A good QoS calculation method should:
(1) calculate the QoS for the composite service as a

whole as well as the QoSs for alternative execution paths.
User requirements are usually specified as the mean, the
maximum, or the minimum of the QoS value. For example,
the user requirement could be: the cost of the composite
service A should not be over 5000 dollars and the cost of

each execution should not exceed 7000 dollars. The former
is a constraint on the mean cost while the latter is a constraint
on the cost of individual paths. But current QoS calculation
approach either computes QoS for the composite service or
QoS for the paths, but not for both.
(2) be able to deal with complex structures. A composite

service can be constructed based on basic patterns, such as
sequential pattern, parallel pattern, and etc., which is referred
to as Composition Pattern in this paper. Therefore, the QoS
of a composite service can be seen as the aggregation of the
QoS of these composition patterns. Existing QoS calculation
approaches only deal with simple basic patterns. They can
not handle the situation when basic patterns are combined
in an arbitrary way. For example, a composite service has
a parallel pattern nested in a loop pattern or a loop pattern
nested in a parallel pattern.
Therefore, we need a mechanism which can identify

patterns from the composite service even if they are nested
in each other and be able to get the composition information
for each execution path, such as its QoS and execution
probability.
In our previous work [5], a QoS calculation method is

proposed that can calculate the QoSs of the paths in a service
composition with path execution probabilities. However, it
has no capability to deal with complex structures.
This paper proposes a general solution to calculate the

QoS of a composite service which can be modeled as di-
rected graph with composition patterns arbitrarily combined.
The proposed QoS calculation method can be used in QoS-
based service selection. An example is given to show that
the service selection result based on the proposed method is
more effective in comparison with existing methods.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II discusses the existing QoS calculation approach and
their limitations. In Section III, the modelling approach of
composite services and the definitions for basic composition
patterns are introduced. An algorithm is given in Section IV
to identify and process the composition patterns and generate
QoS and probability for each path based on the graph model
for the service. In Section V, the calculation result of the
proposed method is applied in QoS-based service selection
and the effectiveness of the proposed method is shown
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through an application senario. Finally, Section VI concludes
the work.

II. RelatedWork

We will first look into the existing QoS aggregation
approaches, then discuss calculation methods used in QoS-
based service selection approaches.
In work [6,7], a composite service is seen as being

composed of basic composition patterns, such as sequential,
parallel, loop, and conditional patterns. The QoS for a
composite service can be treated as the aggregation of the
QoSs of these patterns. These approaches have two major
problems due to the way in which conditional patterns are
handled:
(1) Only the mean QoS value is obtained and the probabil-

ity information is lost. For example, if there are two services
with the same mean QoS value, then the one with smaller
deviation is better. This information cannot be obtained in
[6,7];
(2) In general, conditional patterns can be represented in

two ways: structured way and unstructured way.
Structured way: in which exclusive tasks are split from

the same task and join together to another task. An example
of structured condtional pattern can be seen in Figure 1(a).
The QoS of it can be calculated as the probability weighted
sum of the QoS of the service in each conditional branch
[6,7].
Unstructured way: in which two or more paths can

share the same tasks before they join together. For example,
in Figure 1(b), task PaybyCash is shared by one branch
splitting from task PlaceOrder and another branch splitting
from task CheckCredit. All the branches finally join to task
Charging.

?

(a) Structured

?

?

0.2 0.8

0.1

0.9

(b) Unstructured

Figure 1. Example Service Processes of Conditional Patterns

[6,7] can only calculate QoS for structured conditional
patterns. How to calculate the unstructured conditional pat-
terns is still an open problem. When there are more of the
unstructured conditional patterns, the QoS calculation for the
composite service becomes very difficult. This problem can
be solved by the proposed method in this paper.
There are also work on QoS-based service selection for

Web service composition [2,3,8,9,10]. They can be classi-
fied into two categories depending on the QoS calculation
method they use. They are:

(1) service selection methods [8,10] that calculate QoS
based on the methods proposed in [6,7] whose limitations
have been discussed earlier.
(2) service selection methods calculating the QoS of each

path of the composite service [2,3,9]. But path probability
information is not taken into account in the QoS calculation.
In [2,9], an optimal execution plan is selected for each

path. Then these execution plans are merged to form an
optimal execution plan for the composite service. The opti-
mization is local to the execution paths instead of global to
the composite service. Therefore, the result obtained by this
method may not be the best solution.
In [3], it is required that the QoS of each path fulfills the

global QoS requirements. The QoS for a composite service
executing different paths varies. Imposing global constraints
to every path makes the requirements too restrict to be
satisfied.

III. Modeling of Service Process and Its Composition
Patterns

In order to design an algorithm for QoS calculation, we
need to formally define the basic composition patterns which
a composite service is built upon.
A simple service graph is used to model a composite ser-

vice. The vertices represent the component Web services and
the edges denote the transitions with transition probabilities
between services. The definition of the service graph is as
follows:
Definition 1: Service Graph: Let S be the set of Web ser-

vices, T be the set of transitions in a composite service, and
P be the set of transition probabilities between two services
linked by a transition. A Service Graph is G = (V, A), where

• V = S are the vertices of the graph;
• A = T ⊆ V × � × V × P are the arcs of the graph;
• � =

{
−, ||split, || join

}
are connection methods in the graph

with
– ’−’ denotes a sequential connection
– ’||split’ denotes a concurrent split connection that
will be followed by a synchronized merge con-
necion (the merge is triggered by the termination
of all the concurrent running branches)

– ’|| join’ denotes a synchronized merge connection
• ∀ai ∈ A, ai = (vxΦvy, p) where Φ ∈ � and p ∈ P,
denoting that the arc from vertex v x to vy is a Φ
(sequential, concurrent split, or synchronized merge
connection) arc and the transition probability is p.

The representation of a service process by a directed
graph is shown through the following example. Figure 2 is a
composite service OrderGoods having nine tasks associated
with execution probabilities.
According to Definition 1, the process in Figure 2 can

be represented by a service graph: G = (V, A) where
V = {vi|i ∈ [1, 9]} and A = {(v1 − v2, 0.8), (v1 − v4, 0.2),
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Place Order

Pay by Cash

Pay by Credit Card

Check Credit

Confirm Order

Place Invoice

Check Stock

Place Shipment

Response

Approve?

Enough?

Yes

No

Yes

No

0.6

0.2

0.2

0.80.2

0.15

0.85

END

START

Figure 2. Service Process for OrderGoods

(v2−v3, 1), (v3−v2, 0.2), (v3−v4, 0.2), (v3−v5, 0.6), (v4−v5, 1),
(v5||splitv6, 1), (v5||splitv8, 1), (v6 − v6, 0.15), (v6 − v7, 0.85),
(v7|| joinv9, 1), (v8|| joinv9, 1)}. This service graph G = (V, A)
is depicted in Figure 3.

END
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0.15

0.85
6.Check Stock 

START

Figure 3. Service Graph for Example Service OrderGoods

In Figure 3, vertices 1 to 9 represent the nine Web services
in the composite service of Figure 2. The arcs represent
the transitions between services. The default connection of
an arc is sequential connection and the default transition
probability of an arc is 1. If the connection is not sequential
or the transition probability is not 1, it will be explicitly
specified in the graph. For example, the connection between
vertices 5 and 6 is concurrent split, therefore, || split is marked
beside the arc from vertex 5 to 6. In the following sections,
for the reason of clarity, we will all use the graph like Figure
3 to represent service graph G = (V, A).
Workflow patterns have been discussed and defined in

[11], among which we identify four bisic patterns of service
composition: sequential, parallel, conditional, and structured
loop patterns. The management of other patterns is similar
to these basic ones.

vx vy
1p =

1yp

yymp

(a) sequential

vx
vy1

vyn

vz
1||split p

1||split p

|| join

|| join

(b) parallel

v1

1p

...

11p

1 1m
p

(c) self-loop

v1
2p

1p

11mp11p
...

v2

(d) dual-loop

Figure 4. Basic Composition Patterns

Definition 2: Sequential Pattern (see Figure 4(a)): In G =
(V, A), G′ = (V ′, A′) is a Sequential Pattern where V ′ =
{vx, vy|indegree(vy) = 1} and A′ = {(vx − vy, 1)}.

Three conditions have to be met when two adjacent
vertices vx and vy composes a Sequential Pattern:

• the arc between vx and vy is a sequential connection;
• the transition probability from vx to vy equals to 1;
• there is only one incoming arc for vertex vy.
Definition 3: Parallel Pattern (see Figure 4(b)): In G =

(V, A), G′ = (V ′, A′) is a Parallel Pattern with n concur-
rently executed vertices where V ′ = {vyi |i ∈ [1, n]} and
A′ = {(vx||splitvyi , p1), (vyi || joinvz, 1)|i ∈ [1, n]}.
Only Parallel Pattern with synchronized merge mode is

defined, i.e. the Web service will only be invoked when all
branches are finished.
Definition 4: Structured Loop Pattern (Loop Pattern for

short): In G = (V, A),
• G′ = (V ′, A′) is a Self-loop Pattern (see Figure 4(c)) if
V ′ = {v1} and A′ = {(v1 − v1, p1)};

• G′ = (V ′, A′) is a Dual-loop Pattern (see Figure 4(d))
if V ′ = {vi|i ∈ [1, 2]} and A′ = {(vi − v i+1 mod n, pi)|i ∈
[1, 2]}.

In this paper, we assume that only structured loop, i.e.
loop with only one entry and one exit point, exists in the
directed graph. There are two basic types of Loop Patterns
named as: Self-loop (the repeat... until loop in Figure 4(c))
and Dual-loop (the while loop in Figure 4(d)). There can
be multiple vertices or even other patterns in a Loop Pattern.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is able to transform the
complex Loop Patterns first into the two basic ones and then
into a single vertex. For space limit, we will only give the
following example to show that any structured Loop Pattern
can finally be transformed into either Self-loop or Dual-loop.
In Figure 3, there is a Loop Pattern having two vertices

- vertex 2 and 3. It is not the same as any of the basic
patterns in Figure 4. According to Definition 2, Vertex 2
and 3 compose a Sequential Pattern, and can be replaced
by one vertex, say X. Then the original arc from vertex 3
to vertex 2, i.e. (3 − 2, 0.2), becomes an arc from X to X.
Therefore, the structure composed of vertices 2 and 3 in
Figure 3 can be transformed into a self-loop.
In this paper, instead of processing individual conditional

structures, we will exploit the probability information of
the arcs in conditional structures to compute the execution
probability for every path of the service. We can get both the
QoS for each path and the mean QoS value for the composite
service.
Therefore, only three basic composition patterns Sequen-

tial, Parallel, and Loop are defined in service graph for the
calculation of QoS. Here we will use the formulae developed
in [5] to calculate the QoS for these patterns. The formulae
are listed in Table I.
So far, the four basic composition patterns have been

discussed. In order to record these patterns in their replacing
vertices, the following definition is given:
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Table I
QoS Calculation for Different Structures

Sequential Parallel Self-loop Dual-loop

Probability probability of vy 1 p′1 j =
p1 j
1−p1 ( j ∈ [1,m1]) p′1 j =

p1 j
1−p1 ( j ∈ [1,m1])

Cost Cseq =
n∑
i=1
Ci Cpara =

n∑
i=1
Ci Cs−loop =

C1
1 − p1 Cd−loop =

C1 + p1C2
1 − p1p2

Time Tseq =
n∑
i=1
Ti Tpara = max

i∈[1,n]
(Ci) Ts−loop =

T1
1 − p1 Td−loop =

T1 + p1T2
1 − p1p2

Definition 5: ψ = {−, !, ||} defines the relationships be-
tween vertices in graph G = (V, A) with symbol ”− ” having
the lowest priority level:

• the Sequential Pattern defined in Definition 2 or two
directly connected vertices in a conditional pattern can
be represented by vx − vy;

• the Parallel Pattern defined in Definition 3 can be
represented by vy1 ||vy2 || . . . ||vyn ;

• the Self-loop Pattern defined in Definition 4 can be
represented by v1!v1; and the Dual-loop Pattern defined
in Definition 4 can be represented by v1!v2.

IV. Algorithm for Composite QoS Calculation

In this section, an algorithm is designed to process com-
posite services modeled as service graphs with arbitrary
combined patterns and calculate QoS for the service as well
as QoS and probability for each possible execution path.
The input of the algorithm is the service graph for a

composite service, as well as the QoSs of the component
services. The output of the algorithm is the QoS and
execution probability of each path of the service, and the
QoS for the composite service. If the QoSs for component
services are not given, the output of this algorithm contains
the composition information for each path of the input graph
which includes: (1)the probability of each path; (2) the
vertices included in each path; (3) and the relationships
between these vertices (see Definition 5). For example, the
path containing vertices 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in Figure 3
will be output as 1− 4− 5− (6!6− 7)||8− 9. This output can
then be used to generate the formulae to calculate the QoS
for each path.

A. Algorithm Overview

In order to get every possible execution path of the
composite service, a service graph needs to be transformed
into a rooted tree in which the branches represent all the
possible execution paths. During this transformation, each
composition pattern is replaced by one single vertex which
contains the following information: (1) the vertices and their
relationships (see Definition 5) in the composition pattern
so that the original paths of a composite service can still be
tracked from the rooted tree even after the replacement and
transformation processes take place; (2) the probabilities of

the outgoing arcs of the composition pattern; and (3) the
QoS of the composition pattern.
The formal way of exploring a graph is through depth first

search (DFS) [12]. In this paper, we extend the recursive
DFS algorithm using postorder traversal method so that the
complex nested patterns can be handled. The processing for
a composition pattern does not start immediately after this
pattern is identified. Instead, it will be conducted after all
the direct successors of the start point1 of the pattern are
fully explored.
Three information are needed to identify different com-

position patterns: (1) the status of a vertex, i.e. whether a
vertex is unvisited, is in the middle of visiting (exploring
its successors), or has been visited; (2) the connection
way of edge, i.e. ”SEQ” for sequential, ”PARA SPLIT”
for concurrent split, and ”PARA JOIN” for synchronized
merge; (3) and the transition probability of arc. Specifically:
let vertex nxtV be vertex currV’s direct successor, then nxtV
belongs to a

• Sequential Pattern: if the edge between currV and
nxtV is ”SEQ”, the transition probability from currV
to nxtV is 1, and the indegree of nxtV is 1, then currV
and nxtV compose a Sequential Pattern.

• Parallel Pattern: if the status of nxtV is unvisited and
the edge from currV to nxtV is ”PARA SPLIT”, then
nxtV is a node in one branch of a Parallel Pattern; if
the status of nxtV is visited and the edge from currV
to nxtV is ”PARA JOIN”, then nxtV is the node to
which all the branches of a Parallel Pattern join.

• Join Point for Two Paths: if the status of nxtV is
visited and the edge from currV to nxtV is ”SEQ”,
then nxtV is the join point for two paths of a graph,
i.e. two paths merge to the same path at nxtV.

• Loop Pattern: if the status of nxtV is visiting, then
nxtV is the start point of a Loop Pattern and currV is
its predecessor in the loop.

B. Algorithm
Algorithm 1 gives the solution to calculate QoS for

composite services with arbitrarily combined patterns. Next,
we will examine this algorithm in detail.
1The start point of a Sequential Pattern is the foremost vertex; of a

Parallel Pattern is the vertex from which all the branches split; of a Loop
Pattern is the entry point of the loop.
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function DfsFrmGrph2Tr(Grph G)1
headT = Root of Tree T;2
headV = Head of Graph G;3
IniGraph(headV); % initial graph G;4
DfsVstGrph(headV); % G is turned into acyclic;5
IniGraph(headV); % acyclic graph G;6
DfsVstAcyclcGrph(headV, headT);7

end8
function IniGraph(GrphNd headV)9

foreach vertex currV in Graph do10
vertex status[currV] = UNVISITED;11

para list[currV] = NULL;12
loop list[currV] = 0;13

end14
function DfsVstAcyclcGrph(GrphNd currV, TrNd fatherT)15

sonT = Generate a tree node for currV;16
add sonT to tree T as the child of fatherT;17
foreach nxtV in adjacent[currV] do18

if vertex status[nxtV] == VISITED then19
Copy the subtree rooted at nxtV to sonT;20

else21
DfsVstAcyclcGrph(nxtV, sonT);22

end23
function DfsVstGrph(GrphNd currV)24

vertex status[currV] = VISITING;25
foreach nxtV in adjacent[currV] do26

if vertex status[nxtV] == UNVISITED then27
if edge(currV, nxtV) == ”PARA SPLIT” then28

Add nxtV to para list[currV];29
DfsVstGrph(nxtV, sonT);30

else if vertex status[nxtV] == VISITING then31
loop list[nxtV] = 1;32

Process the Sequential Pattern starting at currV if there is any;33
if para list[currV]!= NULL then34

Process the Parallel Pattern stored in para list[currV];35
Process the Sequential Pattern starting at currV if there is36
any;

if loop list[currV] != 0 then37
Process the Loop Pattern starting at currV;38
Process the Sequential Pattern starting at currV if there is39
any;

node status[currV] = VISITED;40
end41

Algorithm 1: Rooted Tree Generation

Function DfsFrmGrph2Tr is the main function that ex-
ecutes Algorithm 1. It transforms the service graph of a
composite service into a tree which includes all the paths
of the service graph and calculates the QoSs for both the
service graph and its paths. There are two major func-
tions in DfsFrmGrph2Tr which are function DfsVstGrph
and DfsVstAcyclcGrph. Function DfsVstGrph removes
all the Sequential, Parallel, and Loop Patterns from the
input service graph and turns it into an acyclic graph with
only conditional structures. Function DfsVstAcyclcGrph
transforms this acyclic graph into a tree which contains all
the possible execution paths of the composite service and
calculates the QoS for each path and the composite service.
In function DfsVstGrph, the successors of a vertex are

explored first when Parallel Pattern or Loop Pattern starting
at this vertex is found (line 26 to 32). Then the processing
of different patterns begins (line 33 to 39). During the pro-

cessing of each pattern, the QoS of this pattern is calculated
first according to the formulae in Table I. Then this pattern is
replaced by a vertex with the calculated QoS. The replacing
vertex records the IDs of the vertices it replaces and their
composition patterns. The probability for the incoming arc
of the vertex is the same as the pattern. For the outgoing
arc/arcs of the vertex, the probability is/are calculated based
on the formulae in Table I.
Function DfsVstAcyclcGrph transforms the acyclic

graph into a tree. During the exploration of vertices (line 18)
or the copy of subtrees (line 20), if one vertex is found to be
the end point of the graph, then one path of the graph can be
generated by back tracking the tree from the tree node of this
vertex through to the root of the tree. After the exploration
of the acyclic graph, all the paths are obtained. The vertices
in each path compose a Sequential Pattern whose QoS can
be calculated according to Table I. The probability of each
path is the product of the probabilities of the arcs in the
path. The QoS for the composite service is the probability
weighted sum of the QoSs of each paths.
Here is an example to show the process of transforming

a service graph with complex structures in Figure 3 into
a tree with the paths information of the composite service
included in the corresponding paths of the tree. Figure 5 and
6 show the transforming process. Color gray and black mean
the status of a node being visiting and visited respectively.
Unvisited node is not shown in the figure.

||split0.8 0.6 5 6321

||split0.8 0.6 5 6 7321 9

||split0.8 0.6 5 6!6 7321 9||join

6 80.8 0.6 5321

8

||split
6!6-7 9||join

||split ||join

6 80.6 5321 (6!6-7)||8 9

0.6321

5
0.8 0.6

0.2

321

40.2

5
0.8 0.75
(2-3)!(2-3)1

40.25
0.2

5
0.8 0.751

4

5-(6!6-7)||8-9

0.25
0.2

||join

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

0.8

0.8
(2-3)!(2-3)

5-(6!6-7)||8-9

5-(6!6-7)||8-9

5-(6!6-7)||8-9

Figure 5. From Graph to Acyclic Graph - processing of Sequential, Loop,
and Parallel Patterns
The algorithm keeps visiting vertex 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 orderly

and their colors turn into gray (Figure 5(a)). Before the
discovery of vertices 7 and 9, a Loop starting at vertex 6
is found (denoted by dashed line in Figure 5(a)). But as
the direct successors of vertex 6 are not yet fully explored,
nothing is done to the Loop. Followingly, vertex 9 and vertex
7 are explored (Figure 5(b)).
Then the loop at vertex 6 gets replaced by vertex 6!6

(Figure 5(c)). A Sequential Pattern is found started at vertex
6!6. Vertex 6!6 and vertex 7 are replaced by vertex 6!6− 7.
The algorithm backtracks to vertex 5. After vertex 8 is

fully explored (Figure 5(d)), the processing for the Parallel
Pattern begins: vertex 6!6 − 7 and vertex 8 are replaced
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5
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4 5-6!6-7||8-9

4 5-6!6-7||8-9

(b)(a)

(2-3)!(2-3)(2-3)!(2-3)

Figure 6. From Acyclic Graph to Tree - processing Conditional Patterns

by vertex (6!6 − 7)||8, and the incoming and the outgoing
connections of vertex (6!6 − 7)||8 are changed to sequential
connections (Figure 5(e)). Then vertex 5 − (6!6 − 7)||8 − 9
replaces the Sequential Pattern composed of vertex 5, vertex
(6!6 − 7)||8, and vertex 9.
After the exploration of vertex 3 completes, a Loop

Pattern is found starting at vertex 2 and the status of vertex
4 changes to black (see Figure 5(g)).
During the exploration of vertex 2, a Sequential Pattern

composed of vertex 2 and vertex 3 is first replaced by vertex
2 − 3, then the self-loop of vertex 2 − 3 is replaced by (2 −
3)!(2 − 3) (see Figure 5(h)).
Finally, an acyclic graph is obtained which only contains

Conditional Patterns (see Figure 5(i)).
Next, we will explain how the Conditional Patterns in the

acyclic graph are handled.
During the transformation from acyclic graph to tree, a

copy of vertex 5 − (6!6 − 7)||8 − 9 is added as the child of
vertex 4 when the status of vertex 5−(6!6−7)||8−9 is found
to be VISITED (Figure 6(a)). Same thing happens when the
status of vertex 4 is found to be VISITED. A tree rooted at
vertex 1 is finally generated (see Figure 6(b)). It can be seen
that there are three paths in the tree of the composite service.
The composition information of the path with probability 0.2
is 4 − 5 − (6!6 − 7)||8 − 9 through which the vertices in the
path and the connections between them can be obtained. It
is the same for the other two paths.

V. Application
One of the applications of QoS calculation is in QoS-

based service selection. In this section, we will illustrate
(1) how our QoS calculation method can be used in service
selection; (2) the effectiveness for it to be used in service
selection by comparing the selection results with other
existing QoS calculation methods. For simplicity, we will
use an acyclic graph to represent a composite service (named
as Goal Service) and integer programming to select services
for this goal service.

A. A Running Application
Let us look at a service selection scenario.
Figure 7 gives the goal service that needs to select services

to realize its tasks. For each task of the goal service, there
are several functionally equivalent Web services. The cost
and execution time of these Web services are listed in Table
II. For example, for task 1, there are three available services:
the cost and execution time of Web service 1 are 1500 and
20; of Web service 2 are 1000 and 60; and of Web service
3 are 500 and 50 respectively.

1 4

2

3

5
8

6

7

9

0.8

0.2
0.25

0.75 0.75

0.25
0.350.65

0.25

0.5

0.25

9

Figure 7. Goal Service

Table II
AvailableWeb Services for the goal service in Figure 7

������task
QoS WS1 WS2 WS3

cost time cost time cost time
1 1500 20 1000 60 500 50
2 600 60 100 100 - -
3 800 40 - - - -
4 900 20 1000 20 - -
5 180 100 1500 20 - -
6 800 40 2000 10 - -
7 1200 20 2800 10 - -
8 2000 10 4000 5 - -
9 600 40 400 60 - -

There are two requirements in relation to the goal service,
which are:
Requirements 1: user’s preferences over the QoS met-

rics cost and time are wcost = 0.7 and wtime = 0.3 respec-
tively. The cost of the service should not exceed 5000 and the
execution time should not be over 120, i.e. cost(C) ≤ 5000
and time(T ) ≤ 150.
Requirements 2: besides the requirements specified in
Constraint 1, the cost of each execution of the composite
service should not exceed 7500, and the execution time of
each execution of the composite service should be less than
200.
Based on these user requirements, composition plans of

the Web services in Table II will be generated to execute
the goal service.
Next, we will show how the composition plans for the

goal service are generated to fulfill the user requirements
based on different QoS calculation methods. Then the QoSs
of these composition plans will be compared.

B. Execution Path Generation

In this section, we shall use Algorithm 1 to transform the
goal service in Figure 7 into a tree. The result is shown in
Table III where the information of each path can be seen.
For example, the execution probability of Path 7 is 0.8. The
vertices in this path are vertex 1, 4, 8, and 9 and they are
sequentially connected.
Based on the path information in Table III and the QoS

calculation formulae in Table I, the formulae to calculate the
QoS for each path can be formed.
The cost of each path is:

cost(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi
c j (1)
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Table III
Path List for The Goal Service in Figure 7

Path ID Composition of Paths Probability
1 1-2-5-4-8-9 0.0125
2 1-2-5-8-9 0.0125
3 1-2-5-6-9 0.025
4 1-2-3-6-9 0.1125
5 1-2-3-7-6-9 0.0244
6 1-2-3-7-9 0.0131
7 1-4-8-9 0.8

where j is the ID of the vertex in the path and c j is the cost
of vertex j. For example, the cost of Path 7 cost(path 7) is
c1 + c4 + c8 + c9.
The mean cost of the composite service is

mean(cost) =
7∑

i=1

picost(pathi) =
7∑

i=1

(pi
∑

j∈pathi
c j)

= c1 + 0.2c2 + . . . + 0.825c8 + c9 =
9∑

k=1

Mkck (2)

where Mk is a constant.
Let ckm be the cost of the mth available Web service for

vertex k and Nk be the number of available Web services for
vertex k. We use xkm = 1 to represent the mth Web service
for vertex k is selected and xkm = 0 otherwise. There is∑Nk
m=1 xkm = 1. Then the cost of each vertex ck in Formula 2

can be represented as:

ck =

Nk∑

m=1

xkmckm (3)

From Formulae 1, 2, and 3, there are:

cost(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmc jm (4)

mean(cost) =

9∑

k=1

(Mk(
Nk∑

m=1

xkmckm)) (5)

For the same reason, let tk be the execution time of vertex
k and tkm be the execution time of the mth available Web
services for vertex k, there are:

tk =

Nk∑

m=1

xkmtkm (6)

time(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi
t j =

∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmt jm (7)

mean(time) =
9∑

k=1

(Mk(
Nk∑

m=1

xkmtkm)) (8)

C. Service Selection
In this part, service selection is conducted to generate

composition plans for the goal service to fulfill the require-
ments.
Composition Plan 1 Satisfies Requirements 1
Requirements 1 only sets requirements on the mean

QoS values.
We will first conduct service selection using our method.

Then the result is compared with the ones generated by other
existing methods.

Using the proposed method in this paper, the formulae of
calculating the mean QoS values are Formulae 5 and 8.
The objective function is:

Min(wcost × mean(cost) − MINcostMAXcost − MINcost +

wtime × mean(time) − MINtimeMAXtime − MINtime ) (9)

The constraints of the optimization problem can be ex-
pressed as:

9∑

k=1

(Mk(
Nk∑

m=1

xkmckm)) ≤ 5000 (10)

9∑

k=1

(Mk(
Nk∑

m=1

xkmtkm)) ≤ 150 (11)

Nk∑

m=1

xkm = 1 (k = 1, 2, . . . , 9) (12)

The result for this optimization problem is composition
plan 1 to execute the goal service which is shown in Table
IV. Composition plan 1 lists the selected services for vertices
1 to 9 respectively.

Table IV
Composition Plans for User Requirements

vertex ① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨
comp.1 W3 W1 W1 W1 W2 W1 W1 W1 W1
comp.2 W3 W1 W1 W1 W2 W2 W2 W1 W1

In Table IV, the first row lists the IDs of vertices, and the
second row lists the selected Web services for corresponding
vertices based on the service information in Table II. For
example, Web service 3 of vertex 1 is selected and its cost
and execution time are 500 and 50 respectively.
After the composition plan of the goal service is selected,

the QoSs of the composite service can be computed by
Algorithm 1. The results are shown in Figure 8(a) and 8(b). It
can be seen that the mean cost is 3970.75 and the execution
time is 140.72 which all satisfy Requirements 1.
As for approaches that calculate the QoS of each path [2,3,

9], it is required that the QoS of each path fulfills the global
QoS requirements. Imposing global constraints to every path
makes the requirements too restrict to be satisfied. It can be
seen through the following optimization process. Formulae
3 and 6 can represent the QoS calculation results for each
path. For each generated path in Table III, the constraints
can be set as follows:

cost(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmc jm ≤ 5000

time(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmt jm ≤ 150 (13)

Nj∑

m=1

xjm = 1

There are some paths with no optimal solution. For
example, the minimum execution time of Path 1 is 165 which
does not fulfill the constraint in Formula 13. No execution
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plan can be generated by adopting these QoS calculation
methods. Furthermore, the execution probability for Path 1
is only 0.0125 which means that the constraints are too strict
when using this type of QoS calculation methods.
Composition Plan 2 Satisfies Requirements 2
Requirments 2 also specifies requirements on the QoSs

of paths, i.e. the maximum cost of each path is 7500 and
the maximum execution time of each path is 200.
The optimization problem can be expressed as follows:
Objective function: the same as Formula 9.
Constraints: besides Formulae 10, 11, and 12, there are:

cost(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmc jm ≤ 7500 (14)

time(pathi) =
∑

j∈pathi

N j∑

m=1

xjmt jm ≤ 200 (15)

The selection result of the above optimization problem is
shown in the third row of Table IV.
After the composition plan is settled, the QoSs of the

composite service can be computed by Algorithm 1. The
results are shown in Figure 8(c) and 8(d).
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Figure 8. Service Selection Results

By comparing the two sets of QoSs of Composition
Plan 1 and Composition Plan 2, it can be seen that
though the cost of Composition Plan 2 is a bit higher
than that of Composition Plan 1, the deviation of the
execution time of Composition Plan 2 is smaller. Fur-
thermore, the cost of Composition Plan 2 is still within
the required limits.
Through the example in this section, it can be seen clearly

that service selection can be more effective by using the
proposed QoS calculation method.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a QoS calculation approach

which is able to calculate the QoS for individual execution
paths of a composite service as well as the composite service
even with the existence of complex composition structures.
By using the proposed QoS calculation method in QoS-
based service selection, users are able to explicitly specify
their requirements on the mean, the maximum, and the
minimum QoS value; the QoS value of the path with the
largest execution probability; and even the deviation of the
QoS. In the future, different service selection methods will
be studied that can make full use of the obtained QoS
information.
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